EDCS 440 Spring 2024

LEADERS OF SOCIAL JUSTICE IN EDUCATION:

Theory to Practice

We invite current and aspiring educators to join us on this exploration of what social justice in education means in Hawai’i. Through reading, discussion, reflection, and collaboration around theoretical and practical resources, this cohort will build transformative knowledge and skills with the goal of empowering students through critical knowledge, collective action against oppressive systems, and greater participation in a diverse democracy. The course consists of synchronous and asynchronous meetings, and a choice of in-person or remote attendance between Jan 9 and May 7, 2024.

Applications due Nov 10


Non-Credit: $50 refundable deposit
UH Credit/DOE Reclassification: $142 course fee

EDCS 440 meets the six credits of Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) related course credits.

THE SOCIAL JUSTICE IN EDUCATION PROJECT IS FUNDED BY A GENEROUS GRANT FROM JANA AND HOWARD WOLFF.

APPLY HERE

QUESTIONS? CONTACT GER THAO AT GTHAO@HAWAII.EDU